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ABSTRACT Robotic interventions with redundant mobile manipulators pose a challenge for telerobotics in
hazardous environments, such as underwater, underground, nuclear facilities, particle accelerators, aerial or
space. Communication issues can lead to critical consequences, such as imprecise manipulation resulting in
collisions, breakdowns and mission failures. The research presented in this paper was driven by the needs
of a real robotic intervention scenario in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Organization for
Nuclear Research (CERN). The goal of the work was to develop a framework for network optimisation in
order to help facilitate Mixed Reality techniques such as 3D collision detection and avoidance, trajectories
planning, real-time control, and automatized target approach. The teleoperator was provided with immersive
interactions while preserving precise positioning of the robot. These techniques had to be adapted to
delays, bandwidth limitation and their volatility in the 4G shared network of the real underground particle
accelerator environment. The novel application-layer congestion control with automatic settings was applied
for video and point cloud feedback. Twelve automatic setting modes were proposed with algorithms based
on the camera frame rate, resolution, point cloud subsampling, network round-trip time and throughput to
bandwidth ratio. Each mode was thoroughly characterized to present its specific use-case scenarios and the
improvements it brings to the adaptive camera feedback control in teleoperation. Finally, the framework was
presented according to which designers can optimize their Human-Robot Interfaces and sensor feedback
depending on the network characteristics and task.

INDEX TERMS Collision avoidance, collision detection, communication, human-robot interaction, mixed
reality, mobile robots, network bandwidth, point cloud, redundant manipulator, telerobotics.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION AND TELEROBOTICS IN
HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS
Robotic interventions in hazardous environments are often
required due to the presence of dust, fire, pressurized water
or radioactivity. The robotic platforms must be reliable, and
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appropriate user interfaces should be present when an opera-
tor is performing remote inspection, maintenance or repair
tasks. A consideration of the effort made by the operator
and the necessity to avoid their cognitive fatigue must be
taken, as this affects the safety and precision. Interventions
in this kind of scenario are often performed using out-
of-the-box robotic solutions, which cannot be adapted and
improved according to the current requirements. An example
are Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs), which have their
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FIGURE 1. 3D perception of the environment, the robot model and video
stream, combined in one interface. A fragment of a particle accelerator is
captured by a RGBD camera installed on a robotic platform.

own communication system and a very specific user interface,
which limits the number of tools, sensors, and devices that can
be integrated and controlled.

Most systems rely on 2D-based Graphical User Interfaces,
which have been demonstrated as very reliable when used
by expert robotic operators, but should be improved when
the expertise of the operator controlling the robot must be
focused on the complexity of the environment instead [1].
This normally occurs in facilities where the real value of the
operator is their knowledge of the machines and procedures
that the robot will intervene on, and not their familiarity of the
software interface. Interfaces could be enhanced by providing
more information in a simple manner, for example, using
Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed Reality techniques, as well
as a 3D perception of the environment (see Figure 1, where
additionally to a video stream, a point cloud of the environ-
ment and its relation to the robot can be seen). However, this
enhancement requires the transmission of a larger quantity of
information from the remote robot to the operator. The com-
munication system behaviour can be affected enormously,
especially when using wireless techniques in scenarios with
a limited access to low-latency and high-bandwidth network,
eg. underground, underwater or search and rescue missions
in remote areas. The optimization and improvement of com-
munication system is necessary in order to improve the user
interaction experience.

Numerous telerobotic solutions have been used in haz-
ardous intervention scenarios. In nuclear facilities, a critical
mission which required a robotic teleoperation in a radioac-
tive environment was the Fukushima Daiichi NPS survey of
a radioactive water leakage [2]. During the mission, apart
from dealing with radiation and using sufficiently resis-
tant hardware components, the challenges also included the
communication link characteristics. The need for portability,
transportability and decontamination easiness of emergency
response robots have been emphasized in [3] during nuclear
facility accidents. The paper listed multiple robots that have
been taken into account for such scenarios, however some

FIGURE 2. Virtual reality head-mounted device tested in the CERN
teleoperation framework.

of them were not suitable for the conditions at Fukushima.
Regarding the user interface, they were controlled with a
standard 2D GUI with video feedback.

An even more challenging endeavor is that of Mars surface
exploration, where the Mars-Earth communication latency
and low bandwidth are key obstacles for teleoperation, and
for some tasks only supervised or autonomous control are
possible. As written in [4], the round-trip communication
delay ranged from 8 to 42 minutes for the Mars Sample
Return mission. Space exploration also poses radiation and
temperature risks which decrease electronics and computa-
tion efficiency. Meanwhile, the teleoperation of robots on the
Moon from the Earth has to overcome the delay of 3 s. A new
control approach for kinesthetic coupling under this extreme
condition was studied in [5].

Remote handling in fusion research [6] is motivated by the
radiation present near components that have to be installed,
repaired or replaced. The robotic arms are mounted in a
fixed position or on well defined movable platforms. With
such structured systems, the network limitations are easier
to overcome by connecting it with a well planned, high-
bandwidth wired or wireless designated network.

Particle accelerator complexes present a challenge where
strong safety protocols must be kept, access is limited and
the installed equipment is aligned with micrometer preci-
sion. Any telerobotic operation must not only be able to
execute tasks normally done by a person, but also do them
safely for the accelerator itself, not to cause any damage
to fragile devices. It means that the robotic systems require
high-bandwidth wireless communication for the quality of
the environmental perception, as well as precise localization
of the robots in the tunnels. The techniques can be applied
together in order to improve the whole performance of mis-
sion, and be combined with on-board artificial intelligence
techniques for the situations where the robots might get con-
strained communication links [7], [8].

In TableA.1 inAppendixA, there is a non-exhaustive state-
of-the-art of Human-Robot Interface products in terms of
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hazardous environments, 2D and 3D interfaces, operational
state, communication type, complexity of manipulator, level
of interaction, collision avoidance or detection, adaptive com-
munication for shared and dynamic networks.

B. MIXED REALITY INTERFACES FOR TELEROBOTICS
Mixed Reality can provide added value to telerobotic inter-
faces and control, for instance by providing more intuitive
collision avoidance strategies. The main advantage of colli-
sion avoidance is improved safety, however this functionality
must be properly managed and integrated to avoid overcom-
plicating teleoperations. As described in [10], there are multi-
ple methods of presenting real objects in Virtual Reality. They
can be depicted with the Chaperone method with boundaries,
as a point cloud, or as Virtual Reality objects if they are
recognized. The first method displayed only the boundaries
of the objects, therefore only partial surface information was
available. The second method provided more information
but gave less immersion to the operator, because it could
significantly block the virtual content display. However, this
inconvenience could be mitigated by setting a maximum
distance of the point cloud. The third method depended on
the precision, availability of model and recognition of real
objects and placing them correctly as virtual objects.

The underwater environment is another hazardous environ-
ment that presents multiple risks for humans: lack of oxygen
if the life support fails or decompression sickness in the case
of a rapid ascent. Therefore, underwater tasks such as infras-
tructure maintenance, recovery of benthic stations or disarm-
ing post-war explosives are often addressed with remotely
operated submersibles. However, complex tasks require pre-
cise manipulation, localization and advanced teleoperation
techniques. Some advancements in this field were presented
in [9], where underwater robots cooperation and supervision
with Virtual Reality system were presented.

The use of Mixed Reality can also help with the execu-
tion of complex tasks which require redundant robotic arms.
The teleoperation of such arms becomes more complicated
without any additional visual 3D or model representation.
Moreover, the inverse kinematics management, pose aware-
ness and control or understanding of the arm’smovementmay
be possible only for highly experienced operators. There-
fore, as presented in [11], the use of Mixed Reality could
greatly improve the efficiency of teleoperation and provide
more intuitive and immersive control methods. The inverse
kinematics problem may not be solvable with standard tech-
niques, therefore alternative methods could be used specifi-
cally for redundant arms, such as the Forward And Backward
Reaching Inverse Kinematics (FABRIK) heuristic method
introduced in [12]. However, in this method the subsequent
movements of the teleoperator arm have the impact on the
final pose. This is why the continuous visual and spatial
feedback presented to the operator is important.

MixedReality Interfaces are still in their early development
and research phase, although there have been attempts to
standardize them and their design process. As an example,

an extensive study of Virtual Reality Human-Robot Interface
for underwater robot operation was done in [9], where types
of controllers, headsets, simulation engines or frameworks
and computer components were tested and characterized.
A link between the interface usability and ISO usability stan-
dards was established, which lays the foundation for more
methodical approach of the Human-Robot Interface design
which must meet specific requirements of performance and
user satisfaction.

The authors of [13], [14], and [15] proposed a taxo-
nomic framework classifying Mixed Reality Visual Dis-
plays. In Figure 3, the currently used CERN Robotic 2D
Graphical User Interface (Figure 4) and the Mixed Reality
Human-Robot Interface have been classified according to this
(black points). Additionally, two next generation interfaces
(Mixed Reality using Virtual Reality Head-Mounted Device
- Figure 2, and Mixed Reality using holographic Head-
Mounted Device) currently being developed are classified
(white points). The Virtual Reality and holographic Head
Mounted Devices improve the Presence Metaphor. Finally,
an ideal Mixed Reality interface using holographic Head-
Mounted Devices, with master-slave control and force feed-
back, as well overlaying the fully modelled environment with
a fully registered point cloud, would achieve an interface of
unmediated reality, as described in Section 5.3 of [14].

C. COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS AND POINT CLOUD
STREAMING
Mixed Reality Interfaces are based on a 3D representation of
the environment, therefore a reliable and fast communication
becomes a very important success factor. In this section the
topic of communication protocols and point cloud streaming
is explained.

The authors of [16] described end-to-end congestion
control transport protocol solutions designed for Internet
Telerobotics, where time-varying transmission delay and
non-guaranteed bandwidth were problems. Since the devices
needed to connect over the Internet, they had to manage an
IP protocol. It was found that the TCP protocol was better
for high-level commands sent with low frequency, where
reliability was more important, while the UDP protocol was
better for low-level control, where transmission delay played
a bigger factor. Therefore, the paper shows the necessity to
build a specific UDP-based teleoperation protocol for low
latency and adjusted congestion/flow end-to-end control.

Maritime search and rescue communication solution for
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) described in [17] was
based on Long Term Evolution (LTE) technology for high
volume traffic and LoRa for low-rate telemetry. Due to the
very high latency and reliability requirements for teleoper-
ated UAVs, the proposed solution was application-aware for
mission-critical traffic and users. A prioritizing scheduling
strategy was a trade-off between network latency, reliability,
and capacity.

An adaptive point cloud streaming compression algo-
rithm was proposed in [18], which adapted to the current
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FIGURE 3. Placement of currently used, or being developed, or an ideal CERN mixed reality human-robot interface in the three
dimensional taxonomic framework for classifying Mixed Reality displays.

FIGURE 4. CERN Robotic 2D Graphical User Interface used in a real
intervention scenario.

available network data rate. The algorithm operated on an on-
going point cloud stream instead of compressing a full point
cloud, which avoided additional delay. In the paper, current
state-of-the-art point cloud compression solutions were men-
tioned: Google Draco, MPEG codecs [19], machine learning
approaches [20], [21] and the traditional octree [22] or kd-tree

based approaches. Point cloud streaming ideas were also
described. The first one was the DASH-PC [23], which sent
different parts of a point cloud depending on the user’s current
view and the available network data rate. The second one was
adapting voxel length according to the available network data
rate [24], [25].

A method using layered structures of point cloud trans-
mission depending on communication channel conditions
was described in [26]. The source encoded point cloud was
converted into a layered structure where deeper layers hold
finer point cloud representations. If the channel conditions
were bad, only the upper layers were sent, which gave less
detailed representation, while if the conditions were good, all
the point cloud without any loss (represented by all layers)
was sent.

D. CERN HUMAN-ROBOT INTERFACES EVOLUTION
Robotic interventions require a great level of modularity
to achieve solutions in different scientific, hazardous and
semi-structured scenarios. This modularity should be pro-
vided in both the mechatronics design (i.e. various mechan-
ical configurations, as can be seen in Figure 5) and also
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FIGURE 5. Robots used at CERN, consisting of industrial commercial robots (Telerob) and custom-made solutions (CERNBots [27], CharmBot,
CraneBot, TIM [28], SPSBot, MiniCERNBot [29]).

the software architecture. The CERN CERNTAURO robotic
framework [30] and [31] provides multiple autonomous and
supervised teleoperation techniques. It has been tested dur-
ing the last 8 years in more than 150 real interventions,
500 performed tasks and 500 hours of operation, that required
multimodality [32] and flexibility. The framework contains
functionalities such as master-slave interaction with time-
delay monitoring, multimodal user interface, passivity con-
trol when the delay exceeds limits, vision and SLAM-based
operation. The system was extended with cooperative multi-
robot teleoperation [33].

The cooperative behaviour was tested with the CERN-
TAUROproject at CERN andwith the TRIDENT/TWINBOT
projects [34], [35] in an underwater scenario, and proved that
one operator can safely handle an intervention with several
robots simultaneously. The paper introduced a scripting fea-
ture, which allows the operator to supervise vision and arti-
ficial intelligence semi-automated behaviours to complement
the manual teleoperation. It was especially helpful when mul-
tiple robots had to perform a complex task together, such as
transporting or assembling a big object. As described in [36],
the system was enriched with a depth estimation algorithm
to be used with monocular cameras, such as a laparoscopic
camera, which have been used in the design of grippers and
tools for specific interventions.

Various phenomena affecting the operator were studied
in [32]. For example, during the intervention, an operator
could get distracted and lose focus on the relevant part
of the screen. To track the operator focus, an eye track-
ing system was employed. An eye-tracking camera checked
the position of the pupils and sent the information to a
software interlocking movement if the operator was look-
ing elsewhere. Moreover, in the paper it was verified that
the real-time feedback from the robot’s environment was
crucial in remote teleoperation. It concluded that crossing

FIGURE 6. Beam loss monitor robotic arm installed on the train
inspection monorail in the LHC.

a 300 ms delay threshold should decouple the commands
from the robot feedback. As presented in [37], a preliminary
study of Mixed-Reality Human-Robot Interface was done
and a pilot project was tested in a real intervention sce-
nario inside the LHC accelerator testing the particle beam at
CERN. In the scenario, the Beam LossMonitors robotic mea-
surements were performed [38], where a redundant manip-
ulator (Figure 6) using different trajectories required full
perception of the robot’s pose. The redundant manipula-
tor was installed on a mobile robotic platform - the Train
Inspection Monorail - mounted on a ceiling rail in the LHC
(Figure 5).
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E. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Virtual, Augmented andMixed Reality techniques in Human-
Robot Interfaces have been used, however the problems of
high positioning precision, collision avoidance and network
delay/bandwidth constraints for mobile robots with redun-
dant manipulators in hazardous intervention scenarios have
not been fully addressed using these techniques.

Currently, there are no accepted standards or frameworks
according to which designers can optimize their Human
Robot Interfaces depending on the network characteristics.
This paper seeks to present a framework that can be adapted
to the needs of the interface. The application is given to
redundant manipulators in hazardous intervention scenar-
ios where there is a need for high positioning precision
and collision avoidance while actively managing network
delays/bandwidth constraints.

Much of the state-of-the-art research in Mixed Reality
Human-Robot Interface controlling robots is done in con-
trolled laboratory scenarios. However, in reality, a bigger
margin of uncontrolled parameters can be expected. In this
paper, emphasis is put firstly on the communication net-
work variability, limitations and accessibility and secondly
on the consequences of collisions, prioritizing safe opera-
tion with maximum possible collision detection and preven-
tion. Both self-collisions and collisions with the environment
must be checked. Thirdly, the interface, although providing
muchmore immersion and functionalities in the teleoperation
scenario, must still provide very precise positioning of the
robotic arm in the industrial and scientific scenario. The
positioning precision should be in the range of 1 mm for
contact interaction with small elements, such as screws, or in
the range of 10 mm for non-contact tasks that avoid collisions
and operate, for example, a camera.

The most important aspect of the teleoperation in a haz-
ardous environment is safety. In the Beam Loss Monitors
(BLM) measurements project (Figure 6), the manipulation is
performed in a very specific environment containing crucial
equipment used for the LHC operation, and any collision
could cause a major failure of the Collider. The robotic
manipulator also carriers a radioactive source which is used
to trigger and validate the Beam Loss Monitor sensors. This
part is delicate, and contact with the environment should be
avoided. The requirements for such missions are as follows:

• Multiple waypoints with complex manipulator configu-
rations that can be recorded and modified;

• Collisions or dangerous close passes check during
motions between waypoints. Warning about manipula-
tor’s self-collision or a collision with the environment;

• Information on the distance from the end effector to
any captured point of the environment displayed during
planning or real-time movements;

• The verification of all these conditions from any opera-
tor viewpoint in the scene;

• Feedback: internal status of the robot, its 3D pose visu-
alization, and real-time environment view.

Although the LHC is partiallymodelled, it is not practically
possible to position the robot in the modelled environment
due to the localization error of the robot and the fact that
not all the areas or details have been modelled. This is why
the most robust 3D feedback is the real-time point cloud.
The necessity to transmit 3D information increases required
bandwidth, which is challenging in the 4G shared network
with variable delays and bandwidth parameters. The available
bandwidth depends on the position in the accelerator and
current network use by different devices.

In terms of point cloud transmission, the reliability of the
transmission is important (e.g. TCP protocol is more suitable
than UDP protocol, as discussed in the state-of-the-art). If a
part of the transmission is corrupted, the fragment or even the
whole point cloud area will not be received. Some compres-
sion mechanisms can be applied and binary format of point
cloud can be used to lower the transmitted size, however the
biggest impact on throughput is the size of the point cloud (3D
area acquired by the camera), the precision (distance between
points) and the update frequency (point cloud frame rate).
Therefore, application level of the end-to-end congestion
control is needed. This was the main motivation of the study
presented in this paper regarding point cloud acquisition and
automatic setting algorithms that adapt to network conditions.
Since the robot shares a public network and the point cloud
communication parameters are related to the point cloud
acquisition and transmission, where the network cannot con-
trol it (the parameters are beyond TCP stream), the interface
needs an application-level, end-to-end and multimodal (from
manual to supervisory) congestion control of point cloud
streaming.

F. PAPER STRUCTURE
The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the
developed Mixed Reality Human-Robot Interface system,
Section III describes the experimental setup. The results
are presented in Section III-B and discussed in Section IV.
Finally, Section V concludes the work.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The system uses multimodal teleoperation techniques, from
low-level manual control to high-level commands. It includes
velocity control of the manipulator in real-time; trajec-
tory specification and motion planning; target-centered task
specification (e.g. aligning the end-effector to a normal
line from a point cloud perceived object); and collision
avoidance or detection. These strategies are applied to
the Mixed Reality Human-Robot Interface for a mobile
redundant manipulator operated under challenging com-
munication conditions in hazardous intervention scenar-
ios, characterized in Sections I-E and III-A1. As the video
and point cloud feedback are crucial, an adaptive con-
gestion control of this feedback was implemented in the
interface to provide reliable automatic behaviour during
operations.
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FIGURE 7. Robot-GUI architecture presenting processes that run on the robot and how the connection is established with the user
interfaces. The parts which are focused on in this paper are highlighted.

A. OVERALL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The robot is located in a remote area which is usually
hazardous for a human. It has an onboard computer that
communicates with all physical devices (e.g. motor drivers,
cameras, sensors), and runs the CERN robotic framework
that processes all the sensory information, controls and inter-
nal/external communication. The operator sits in a control
centre and connects to the robot over the available network
from a Graphical User Interface (GUI). Currently there are
two types of interfaces developed for CERN purposes, the
2D GUI and 3D, Mixed Reality GUI. The 2D GUI has
been developed using the Windows Presentation Founda-
tion Technology and programmed in C# programming lan-
guage. The 3D GUI has been developed in Unity, also in
C#. Using the same language allowed the core commu-
nication and abstraction layers between the two GUIs to
be shared. The two GUIs can and usually run in parallel
as they provide different functionalities. In this paper, the
CERN Mixed Reality Human-Robot Interface is presented
and all the experimental data has been produced with its use.
A diagram presenting the robot-GUI architecture is shown in
Figure 7.

Depending on the operational setup, the robot and GUIs
can communicate via a 4G network, WiFi or the cabled
network infrastructure. However, the 4G network is mostly
used for the reasons described in Section III-A1. Standard
robotic intervention use cases and sequences of the function-
alities are presented in Appendix B.

B. MIXED-REALITY HUMAN-ROBOT INTERFACE
ARCHITECTURE
The global software architecture is shown in Figure 8. It spec-
ifies modules responsible for distinct functionalities and how
they interact with each other. The main modules of the soft-
ware are:

1) Arm control (architecture view in Figure 12 and
description in Section II-D);

2) Trajectory planning (description in Section II-E);

3) Closest end effector position (description in
Section II-H);

4) Target approach with a normal point (description in
Section II-G);

5) Collisions (collision integration in the arm control is
shown in Figure 12 and description is in Section II-F);

6) Menu (description in Section II-C4);
7) Camera control and automatic settings algorithms

(description in Section II-I);
8) Camera hologram (description in Section II-I3);
9) Player movement;

10) Head-Up Display (architecture view in Figure 10 and
description in Section II-C1);

11) Network measurements (description in Section II-J).

C. INTERACTION MODES
The user has the possibility to interact with the following
interfaces:

• Head-Up Display;
• Holograms in the scene;
• Scene objects interaction;
• Menu interaction.

The executions of commands continues only if a corre-
sponding confirmation key is kept pressed. This ensures a
degree of safety and allows fast cancellation of a given com-
mand. For example, during a joint controlmode, when a key is
pressed, the program periodically sends a command to move
the joint with a selected speed. As soon as the key is released
a stop command is sent. Similarly, an execution of trajectory
following is done as long as the key is pressed, and is stopped
if key is released.

1) HEAD-UP DISPLAY
The Head-Up Display (HUD) allows the operator to have
critical information constantly available during teleopera-
tion. The HUD is shown in Figure 9 and its components in
Figure 10. It displays the current connection status to the
robot, current control mode of the manipulator and speed
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FIGURE 8. CERN mixed reality human-robot interface architecture overview. The components taking part in the
camera automatic control has additional description of their role in the end-to-end application level congestion
control.

settings (control modes are described in Section II-D), current
usage of available bandwidth or round-trip time to estimate
the control delay to be expected (network measurements are
described in Section II-J), or the Mixed Reality simulation
FPS (i.e. frames per second).

2) HOLOGRAMS IN THE SCENE
Some controlled elements of the robot have detailed and
numerous settings that the operator must set during the inter-
vention. An example is a camera which has ∼20 param-
eters to set or display simultaneously. Showing them on
the Head-Up Display would take too much space and the
information could overload the operator. Using a menu
screen would hide the scene and camera video or point
cloud feedback. Therefore, a solution of holograms placed
in the scene was implemented. The hologram can be seen in
Figures 23 and 24. The operator can interact with the holo-
gram from any position in the scene.

3) SCENE OBJECTS INTERACTION
Various objects in the scene can be interactive. The arm target
position (Point I in Figure 9) can be moved and the arm
follows it. A hologram can be enabled by clicking on the
3D model of the camera. This type of interaction is more
intuitive and plays a major role while using a Virtual Reality
or Augmented Reality headsets with hand controls.

4) MENU INTERACTION
Certain functionalities require complex structures of infor-
mation or parametrization. As an example, for the current
interface, the menu presents a network measurements screen
(Figure 11), which can request bandwidth measurements or
observe network behaviour and values during operations.

D. MANIPULATOR CONTROL
The robot arm can be controlled via 2 methods. The motion
can be planned and then executed, or the arm can be
controlled directly in real-time. Moreover, the control in each

of these methods is also multimodal. The arm can use inverse
kinematics to approach a desired point by the end-effector or
each joint can be controlled separately. The inverse kinematic
used in planning is based on the FABRIK algorithm [12]
which allows certain joints to be blocked, and during real-
time control, the Jocobian-based inverse kinematic is used
and computed directly by the on-board computer. For moving
between trajectory positions, the position PID with velocity
feedforward control is used.

The arm can be controlled in 4 control modes:

1) Real-time direct joint control;
2) Real-time inverse kinematic control;
3) Planning with separate joint control. The speed of

angular and linear movement can be adjusted;
4) Planning with FABRIK inverse kinematic [12] control,

where the last 6 joints follow the target. One or more
of the joints can be blocked to change the behaviour of
the inverse kinematics and approach.

E. TRAJECTORY SPECIFICATION
As presented in Figures 9 and 13, the operator can create a
trajectory to reach the target. The 3D representation of the
environment given by the point cloud feedback facilitates
the manipulator’s path planning by the operator or any other
path planner. Path planner specifications are generalized for
this framework. The waypoints can be saved, modified or
removed on demand. Afterwards, a waypoint can be selected,
a movement preview can be launched to check any potential
collisions (more in Section II-F1), and finally the movement
to the selected waypoint can be initiated.

F. COLLISIONS
The collision avoidance or detection plays a very important
role in the CERN Mixed Reality Human-Robot Interface.
The safety during the intervention in the LHC and with the
use of the radioactive source is the most important aspect,
and any collision or unplanned contact between the source
and the environment should be avoided. While self-collisions
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FIGURE 9. CERN mixed reality human-robot interface - operator’s view from an LHC intervention scenario.

FIGURE 10. Head-Up display components overlaid on the scene content.
It is visible at all times during the teleoperation.

can be recognized using the robot model, the collisions with
the environment require environmental spatial information.
The functionalities described in this section require 3D point
cloud feedback, whose parameters are controlled by the adap-
tive congestion control. Therefore, this automatic control
facilitates the reliable collision avoidance or detection. The
interface implements the following functionalities:

• Collision avoidance during planning and preview of
movements (Section II-F1);

FIGURE 11. Communication measurements screen. It shows all network
parameters related to the general communication with the robot and the
camera-specific acquisition data transfer information.

• Real-time collision detection with joint torques
(Section II-F2);

• Real-time collision detection of real arm with itself or
point cloud (Section II-F3).

They assist the operator by preventing the movement if any
recognized collision may happen or limiting the consequence
of a collision if it occurs.
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FIGURE 12. BLM arm control architecture. It shows how the main functionalities,
responsible for manipulator movement planning, real-time control, preview, collision
avoidance and detection, or target approach, are structured.

FIGURE 13. Trajectory planning. There are 3 types of arms visible: opaque
real arm, transparent waypoints with numbers and blue planning arm.

1) COLLISION AVOIDANCE
If a collision is detected by the system during planning control
mode, the operator should modify the waypoint or current
arm position to avoid the collision. An example of the self-
collision of the planning arm is shown in Figure 14, where the
end-effector collided with another part of the arm. An exam-
ple of the preview arm collision is shown in Figure 15, where
the arm will self-collide if the movement is executed. The last
example of a collision of the planning arm with point cloud is
shown in Figure 16, where the end-effector collided with the
Beam-Loss Monitor device’s point cloud.

2) SENSORY COLLISION DETECTION
The sensory collision detection is represented in the interface
by directional arrows and colors indicating the value of a

FIGURE 14. Planning arm self-collision detection.

torque or a force in each joint. The movement of the arm
is stopped when the torque value exceeds a specified limit.
An example of a situation when the arm collided and two
joints started to have higher torques is shown in Figure 17.

3) VIRTUAL COLLISION DETECTION
Apart from the sensory collision detection using real joint
torque feedback, a virtual real-time collision detection has
been implemented. It detects when the real arm model col-
lides with itself or with point cloud. It can happen during
an execution of a movement to a waypoint or during real-
time direct arm control. When a collision is detected, the
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FIGURE 15. Preview arm self-collision detection.

FIGURE 16. Planning arm point cloud collision detection.

movement of the arm is stopped. The situations when the real
arm collided can be seen in Figures 17 and 18.

G. TARGET APPROACH WITH A POINT CLOUD NORMAL
The point cloud acquisition allows the interface to visualize
the environment in 3D. Additionally, on most point cloud
points, a surface normal can be calculated. Using this, a func-
tionality of a simplified target approach has been imple-
mented. The operator can select any point cloud point and
a normal will be added in the environment. The direction
of the surface normal is based on the surrounding points.
However, the direction and distance can be adjusted by using
a gizmo (Figure 19). Furthermore, in the planning mode with
the inverse kinematics, the arm can automatically move to

FIGURE 17. Real arm torques during a collision, with point cloud collision
visualization.

FIGURE 18. Real arm self-collision detection.

this point on demand of the operator. This makes any target
approach much faster and it requires only 4 quick operations:

1) Select a point cloud point for the normal vector;
2) Adjust the direction/distance of a point on the normal;
3) Command the end-effector to move to this point;
4) Launch movement after the preview arm collision

check.

H. CLOSEST OBJECT DISTANCE INDICATOR
For further assistance with environment awareness and early
prevention of collisions, or for precise end-effector manipu-
lation, a functionality of showing the closest object distance
to the end-effector has been implemented. In Figure 20, indi-
cators for real and waypoint arms are presented. The distance
is calculated between the closest point cloud point and the
end-effector tip. Analogously, the closest object distance is
indicated for the planning and preview arms.
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FIGURE 19. Target approach point normal to point cloud surface with
gizmo interaction.

I. VIDEO AND POINT CLOUD FEEDBACK
During teleoperations, operators require real-time feedback
from the robot. The feedback signals can be a single piece
of information such as speed, force or position, or it can
have a complex structure, such as a camera feedback. In the
presentedMixed Reality Interface, in addition to the 2D video
stream, the 3D feedback has a form of point cloud, which
resembles reality as much as it is technically possible. The
video feedback provides a clearer feedback due to its 2D
form, however it does not provide precise 3D spatial infor-
mation. When approaching an object, only the point cloud
can provide direct distance information. The video and point
cloud are acquired in real-time according to the parameters
specified by the teleoperator. In the presented application an
RGB-D camera was used as the point cloud source, but it is
universal and can also be acquired from a different sensor
type, for example, a LiDAR. The initial processing of the
point cloud is done on the onboard computer, including fil-
tering, subsampling, compression and serialization as needed
by the task. After processing, it is sent to the interface.

1) RGB-D CAMERA SETTINGS AND ACQUISITION STATUS
Basic camera parameters are shown in Figure 21. Three
of them (requested resolution, resolution feedback and
requested FPS) are shared between the point cloud and video
streams, while real video FPS and video stream enable are
specific to video, and real point cloud FPS, point cloud enable
and subsampling unit size are specific for point cloud. The
subsampling unit size is the distance between point clouds
points. This parameter can decrease the size of the transmitted
point cloud by decreasing the point cloud density. The real
video and point cloud FPS are estimated as the difference
between the current and the previous received video or point
cloud frame counter divided by a constant interval. The
Equation 1 shows this estimation, whereCcurrent is the current

FIGURE 20. Closest object indicators for real and waypoint arms.

FIGURE 21. Point cloud and video settings. The settings in the middle are
shared between video and point cloud acquisition.

video or point cloud frame counter, Cprevious is the previous
video or point cloud frame counter, FPSreal is the real video
or point cloud FPS and Interval is the real FPS update interval
that in this project it is set to 3 seconds but can be changed.

FPSreal =
Ccurrent − Cprevious

Interval
(1)

Depending on the model of the RGB-D camera, the avail-
able resolutions and corresponding allowed FPS settings may
vary. That is why the choice of resolution is simplified to
3 options: LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH which are automatically
selected from the available resolutions. The requested FPS
and resolution are parameters which can be changed as
inputs.

2) UNITY RGB-D CAMERA ARCHITECTURE
The Unity RGB-D camera structure is shown in Figure 22.
The component controls the following functionalities:

• Camera control, communication with the camera pro-
cess in the robot, setting the requested parameters,
enabling video or point cloud streams;

• Managing the operator’s interaction with the camera
hologram;

• Display of a video canvas with projection lines and a
point cloud area in the scene;

• Automatic camera settings controlled by camera internal
state or network measurements (i.e. the focus of the
paper).
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FIGURE 22. RGB-D camera architecture in unity.

3) CAMERA HOLOGRAM
The teleoperator can modify the parameters of the cam-
era acquisition (Section II-I1), video and point cloud
streams, or automatic settings via a hologram. The holo-
gram is a transparent 3D object displayed in the interface
(Figures 23 and 24).

4) AUTOMATIC SETTINGS CONTROL
Automatic settings control (accessible to the teleoperator in
the hologram shown in Figure 23) adjusts the camera settings
depending on a chosen parameter. The operator can decide
to use only 2D feedback, or both video and point cloud,
or only point cloud. The automatically controlled settings and
monitored parameters are camera-related (FPS, point cloud
subsampling or resolution) but the monitored parameters can
also be network-related (throughput, bandwidth, round-trip
time). The synthesis of the automatic setting modes is in
Table 1. The algorithms and hologram visual controls are
grouped in Appendix C. A selected automatic setting algo-
rithm is executed once per specified amount of time (e.g.
5 seconds). There are 4 distinct types of 12 automatic setting
modes:

• Settings controlled by throughput to bandwidth
ratio: During an intervention a robot can be located in
areas where the network coverage is poor with highly
limited bandwidth. Furthermore, if it happens that the
available bandwidth is used in full capacity, it causes
problems of even temporarily lost connection or stop-
ping any video or point cloud stream. Moreover, the
available bandwidth can vary over time and even nearby
locations. This is why the automating setting of FPS,
resolution or subsampling were introduced to allow
the system to adapt to current conditions and facili-
tate the teleoperation. The setting adapts to the cur-
rent throughput to bandwidth ratio, and the operator
has the possibility to launch the available bandwidth
measurement at any time. When the ratio is above
the setpoint set by the operator, the FPS or resolution
decreases or the subsampling increases. Accordingly,
they change if the ratio is below the setpoint to give

FIGURE 23. Camera hologram with automatic settings enabled. All the
parameters of camera acquisition and automatic settings can be
controlled here.

FIGURE 24. Transparent camera hologram view overlaid on the video
stream in the 3D environment.

better quality of control. The operator can set the lim-
its of FPS or subsampling within the range that the
automatic control algorithm can adjust them. The algo-
rithms using throughput to bandwidth ratio for point
cloud FPS and subsampling control are described in
Algorithms 1, 2, and for video FPS and resolution con-
trol in Algorithms 1, 3 in Appendix C. The holographic
control is shown in Figures C.1, C.2, C.3 and C.4.

• Settings controlled by round-trip time: During a pre-
cise teleoperation it is important to have fast-enough
and stable feedback from the robot to avoid collisions
and to allow delicate manipulation, particularly if haptic
feedback should be implemented. The frequency of cam-
era feedback can be controlled with a setting, however
the round-trip time depends on the used network and
load. This is why the automatic setting mode monitoring
round-trip time allows automatic control of the FPS,
resolution and point cloud subsampling. The algorithms
using round-trip time for point cloud FPS and subsam-
pling control are described in Algorithms 4, 5, and for
video FPS and resolution control in Algorithms 4, 6 in
Appendix C. The holographic control is shown in Fig-
ures C.5, C.6, C.7 and C.8.

• FPS controlled by point cloud subsampling or res-
olution: Subsampling and resolution settings impact
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the size of a single frame and allow the control of
feedback precision required by a teleoperator. However,
network bandwidth constraints might not allow high
enough frame rates. That is why the requested FPS set-
ting is automatically lowered in order to avoid buffering
frames and a collapse of the stream. On the other hand,
if the requested frame rate is achieved, the automatic
setting algorithm tries to slowly increase the setting to
increase the frame rate, which improves control quality.
The automatic control is described in Algorithm 7 in
Appendix C. The holographic control is shown in Fig-
ures C.9 and C.10.

• Resolution or point cloud subsampling controlled
by FPS: In certain operation scenarios the teleoperator
needs to have high-enough feedback frequency which
is task and environment specific. The frequency defines
the delay added to network delay that the teleoperator
feels while controlling a robot. However, in this case
the maximum size of a single feedback frame (point
cloud or video) can be limited by network bandwidth.
This is why in this automatic setting mode the resolution
or point cloud subsampling are automatically adjusted
to achieve the requested FPS. Similarly to the previous
point, overloading the network can lead to a total col-
lapse of stream due to buffering. On the other hand, if the
network allows, the algorithm tries slowly to increase the
precision (by increasing resolution or lowering subsam-
pling). It is important to note that this mode does not use
any direct network monitoring, it is based only on the
camera behaviour. The automatic control is described
in Algorithms 8 and 9 in Appendix C. The holographic
control is shown in Figures C.11 and C.12.

J. NETWORK MEASUREMENTS
During an intervention, the operator can check the current
network parameters andmeasured bandwidth, as shown in the
menu screen in Figure 11 in Section II-C4 which provides a
full overview of the network performance situation.

The camera acquisition throughput is proportional to the
FPS and resolution, and inversely proportional to the subsam-
pling (applicable for point cloud only), as presented in the
Equation 2. The formulas calculating the round-trip time and
deviation were inspired by the TCP procedures [39].

Throughput ∼ FPS ·
1

subsampling
· resolution (2)

Another parameter is the round-trip time, which is calcu-
lated according to the Equation 3, and standard values are
shown in the Equation 4.

RTT = (1− α) · PreviousRTT+ α · CurrentRTT (3)

where α = 0.125, then

RTT = 0.875 · PrevRTT+ 0.125 · CurrRTT (4)

The round-trip time oscillations are also important to
assess the network behaviour; the Equations 5 and 6 present

how it is calculated.

DevRTT = (1− β) · PrevDevRTT

+β · |CurrRTT− PrevRTT| (5)

where β = 0.25, then

DevRTT = 0.75 · PrevDevRTT

+ 0.25 · |CurrRTT− PrevRTT| (6)

The timeout interval is an indicative parameter in the
communication performance, it is presented and calculated
according to the Equation 7.

TimeoutInterval = PrevRTT+ 4 · PrevDevRTT (7)

III. EXPERIMENTS
A. EXPERIMENT SET-UP
1) NETWORK CHARACTERIZATION
During the CERN robotic BLM validation measurements the
robot is connected to the operator via the 4G/LTE network
present in the LHC tunnel - currently the only suitable com-
munications link with large coverage of the LHC. A large
number of equipment would be necessary to provide full
Wi-Fi coverage and it is not feasible to adequately protect
standard Wi-Fi active electronic devices from ionising radi-
ation, as explained in [40]. The 4G network uses a coax-
ial antenna cable, which since it is a passive device, can
be exposed to radiation. The authors registered download
maximum speed of 70 Mbps and upload maximum speed
14 or 30 Mbps depending on location. The antenna is shared
between other networks, such as the LoRA network used for
other purposes. Therefore, the CERN network in the LHC is
characterized by volatility, variable bandwidth and latency
and lack of information of the current use of the network
which can all have an impact on robotic operations [32], [33].

During the experiments, 4 connection types were tested
(Table 3) to provide a wider set of behaviours. Network
parameters measured for all connection types are shown in
Table 4. The Ethernet cable connection was expected to
be a reference value as a maximum bandwidth and min-
imum round-trip-time that could be achieved. The con-
nection of Ethernet over CERN General Purpose Network
(GPN) is characterized by relatively very good bandwidth

FIGURE 25. Connection between the camera acquisition system installed
in a robot and the interface using automatic setting. A connection type
using VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel is shown here.
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TABLE 1. Point cloud and video automatic setting modes. All automatic modes are listed, the automatically controlled setting and settings controlled by
operator are specified for each algorithm.

TABLE 2. Automatic settings behaviours and dependencies of
parameters. The arrows represent changes, i.e.: in the round-trip time
dependent algorithms, when the round-trip time increases, an automatic
setting algorithm will decrease the requested FPS or resolution,
or increase subsampling to maintain the requested round-trip time target.

and round-trip time values, however the bandwidth starts to
vary over time-dependent infrastructure load. The Wi-Fi over
CERN GPN significantly lowers the available bandwidth
(74 Mbps) and the round-trip time is much longer (20-30 ms)
and has a jitter of 5 ms. The VPNwith 4Gmodem connection
type had the worst results, with significant round-trip time
(43-132 ms), depending highly on the bandwidth usage and
had a jitter of 26 ms), and a low bandwidth value (12 Mbps)
although the deviation of the bandwidth was low (< 1 Mbps).
The VPN with 4G modem connection type is largely used for
real intervention scenarios at CERN.

2) PARAMETERS OF VIDEO AND POINT CLOUD
During the experiments, all relevant settings and measure-
ments were logged at the moment of acquisition of the point
cloud or video frame to understand and recreate the state of

the user interface and the network. The parameters presented
in the graphs in Section III-B are:

• requested resolution, FPS and subsampling unit size of
point cloud;

• real FPS for video or point cloud - calculated as number
of received frames per last second;

• downlink throughput / bandwidth ratio;
• measured round-trip time.

3) EXPERIMENTS OVERVIEW
The network and camera video or point cloud streaming
parameters and behaviour were tested. The experiments were
undertaken separately for both the point cloud and video
streams. In each experiment, there was one setting (i.e.
FPS, resolution, subsampling, throughput to bandwidth ratio
or round-trip time limit) that was the experiment setpoint,
changing in time according to the experiment sequence.
Other settings were either constant, not used or automatically
controlled by the algorithms. In total, there were 16 types
of experiments. During the first half of the experiment the
demand for throughput was increasing, and in the second part
decreasing. There were 4 experiments in which the automatic
setting algorithms were not enabled to test the behaviour and
encountered problems, and 12 experiments where there was
one automatic setting algorithm enabled to test if and how
the problems were solved or what was the improvement in
the behaviour. The overview of experiments, showing which
parameter was the setpoint and which were automatically
controlled or constant, is shown in Table 5.

Additionally, the times of point cloud processing on the
robot/server and the operator/client sides were measured to
provide the range of the processing delay in addition to the
network delay.

4) HARDWARE
As shown in Figure 25, the connections were established
between 2 machines: the operator interface and the robot
computer. All the variations of interfaces were tested. The
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TABLE 3. Connection types between a robot and an operator’s computer.

TABLE 4. Bandwidth and its deviation, round-trip time and its jitter measurements for all connection types.

FIGURE 26. Teltonika RUTX12 used for experiment with the VPN 4G
modem over CERN GPN connection type experiments.

experiments were done with a hardware configuration shown
in Table 6. The client was a Windows machine running
the Unity project, while the robot onboard computer (Intel
NUC) ran Linux Ubuntu. In the experiments with the VPN
connection over 4G network, a mobile modem was used
(Figures 26 and 27) and the onboard computer was the server.
In the experiments over Wi-Fi or cabled connection over
CERN GPN, a DELL computer was the server. The Intel
RealSense D415 and D435 camera were used for the experi-
ments (Figures 28, 29 and 30).

B. RESULTS STRUCTURE
The results are organized in the order presented in Table 5 and
divided in two groups; the first where the automatic control
of settings was not used and the second where the automatic

control was used. Although the experiments were done with
all the network connection types (Table 3), in each experiment
section there are results and graphs with chosen connection
type(s) that best present the situation, problem or solution.

C. EXPERIMENTS WITH NO AUTOMATIC SETTINGS
The first group of experiments with no automatic control
of settings is presented in this section. The behaviours and
problems shown here are often encountered during real
robotic interventions. The consequences for teleoperation
caused by these behaviours are synthesized in Table 8 in
Section III-G.

1) POINT CLOUD EXPERIMENT: CHANGING FPS
The FPS setpoint was changing over time, while the point
cloud subsampling and resolution settings were constant.
In Figures 31 and 32 the requested FPS could not be achieved
due to the available bandwidth limit. After reaching the limit,
the real FPS started to oscillate around its maximum, and the
round-trip time increased 2 times instantaneously.

2) POINT CLOUD EXPERIMENT: CHANGING SUBSAMPLING
The subsampling setpoint was changing over time and the
point cloud requested FPS and resolution settings were con-
stant. In Figures 33 and 34 the acquisition FPS decreased
significantly after reaching the bandwidth limit. The used
connection type was Ethernet over CERN GPN. An anal-
ogous situation is shown for the Wi-Fi connection type
(Figures 35 and 36), which has a lower bandwidth, and which
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TABLE 5. Overview of experiments.

caused the problem to start earlier and for a lower requested
FPS setting.

3) VIDEO EXPERIMENT: CHANGING FPS
When using VPN 4G modem connection in the LHC tunnel,
the available bandwidth was limited and affected the video
acquisition. After consuming all the available bandwidth,
the requested FPS could not be achieved. The increase of
the round-trip time, which doubled instantly by exceeding
200 ms, and its oscillation was very significant (100%),
when the throughput reached the bandwidth. The observed
behaviour is shown in Figures 37 and 38.

4) VIDEO EXPERIMENT: CHANGING RESOLUTION
The video resolution setpoint was changing over time, while
the requested FPS was constant. The VPN 4G modem in
the LHC tunnel connection type was used. As presented

in Figures 39 and 40, for HIGH resolution, the requested
FPS was not achieved due to bandwidth limit. The round-trip
time increased by 4 times when the resolution was switched
from MED to HIGH, and the throughput and round-trip time
became unstable and started significant oscillations. The tem-
porary real FPS falls were caused by switching resolution.

D. EXPERIMENTS WITH AUTOMATIC MODES
In this section, the experiments using automatic settingmodes
are presented. A synthesis of scenarios and solved problems
or improvements due to the automatic settings is presented in
Table 8 in III-G Section.

1) POINT CLOUD FPS CONTROLLED BY THROUGHPUT TO
BANDWIDTH RATIO
The point cloud throughput to bandwidth ratio setpoint was
changing over time, while the requested FPS was controlled
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TABLE 6. The Human-Robot Interface’s and robot’s machines specification.

FIGURE 27. Teltonika RUTX12 installed in the Train Inspection Monorail
wagon. The position of the router device in the robot is highlighted.

FIGURE 28. Intel RealSense D415 used for experiments, mounted on a
tripod. The camera consists of a pair of depth sensors, an infrared
projector, and an RGB sensor. The D415 model has a rolling shutter.

by the automatic setting algorithm to follow the setpoint,
and the resolution and subsampling were constant. TheWi-Fi
over CERN GPN connection type is presented. In Figure 41,
the requested FPS adjustments are changing the throughput
correctly, and the real FPS value is following it precisely.
The requested FPS adapts automatically to the size of the
point cloud and the specified ratio and subsampling, while
maintaining a stable acquisition stream.

FIGURE 29. Intel RealSense D435, also used in the experiments, installed
in the train inspection monorail wagon. The D435 model, compared to
D415, has a wider field of view (FOV) and a global shutter.

FIGURE 30. The D415 camera mounted on the effector of the BLM
manipulator that approached a beam loss monitor.

2) POINT CLOUD FPS CONTROLLED BY ROUND-TRIP TIME
The point cloud round-trip time setpoint was changing over
time, the requested FPS was controlled by the automatic
setting algorithm to follow the setpoint, and the resolution and
subsampling were constant. TheWi-Fi over CERNGPN con-
nection type is presented. In Figures 42 and 43, the requested
round-trip time was automatically followed by adjusting
the requested FPS setting. Despite major oscillations of the
round-trip time characterizing this connection type, the set-
point was followed correctly.
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FIGURE 31. Point cloud experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 1
in Table 5). Requested FPS as setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio,
real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN GPN.
Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, subsampling = 10 mm.

FIGURE 32. Point cloud experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 1
in Table 5). Requested FPS as setpoint. Round-trip time, real FPS
behaviour presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN GPN. Constant
parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, subsampling = 10 mm.

3) POINT CLOUD FPS CONTROLLED BY SUBSAMPLING
The point cloud subsampling setpoint was changing over
time, the requested FPS was controlled by the automatic
setting algorithm to follow the setpoint, and the resolution
was constant. The Wi-Fi over CERN GPN connection type
is presented. In Figures 44 and 45, by changing the subsam-
pling, the requested FPS automatically adjusted to maintain
the used bandwidth at high level. This mode does not need
any network measurement and is based only on the internal
acquisition parameters. The bandwidth limit was probed by
increasing the requested FPS until the acquisition failed to
achieve the setting, then decreasing it accordingly. The round-
trip time was maintained at a similar level with natural oscil-
lations for this connection type.

4) POINT CLOUD SUBSAMPLING CONTROLLED BY
THROUGHPUT TO BANDWIDTH RATIO
In this experiment, the point cloud throughput to bandwidth
ratio setpoint was changing over time, the subsampling was

FIGURE 33. Point cloud experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 2
in Table 5). Subsampling as setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio,
requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: Ethernet
over CERN GPN. Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, requested
FPS = 15 Hz.

FIGURE 34. Point cloud experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 2
in Table 5). Subsampling as setpoint. Round-trip time, requested and real
FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: Ethernet over CERN GPN.
Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, requested FPS = 15 Hz.

controlled by the automatic setting algorithm to follow the
setpoint, and the resolution and requested FPS were constant.
The Wi-Fi over CERN GPN connection type is presented.
In Figures 46 and 47, the subsampling setting was adapting
to the throughput to bandwidth ratio target, while maintaining
the real FPS at the value set by the requested FPS setting, even
for the highest setpoint values. The round-trip time approx-
imately doubled when the throughput to bandwidth ratios
had minimum and maximum values. There was an occasional
spike, which was observed for this connection type.

5) POINT CLOUD SUBSAMPLING CONTROLLED BY
ROUND-TRIP TIME
The point cloud round-trip time setpoint was changing over
time, the subsampling was controlled by the automatic setting
algorithm to follow the setpoint, and the resolution and
requested FPS were constant. The Wi-Fi over CERN GPN
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FIGURE 35. Point cloud experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 2
in Table 5). Subsampling as setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio,
requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi over
CERN GPN. Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, requested
FPS = 7 Hz.

FIGURE 36. Point cloud experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 2
in Table 5). Subsampling as setpoint. Round-trip time, requested and real
FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN GPN.
Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, requested FPS = 7 Hz.

connection type is presented. In Figures 48 and 49, the
round-trip time target was followed, although the achieved
round-trip time had significant oscillations, which charac-
terize the used network. Because of these oscillations, the
subsampling had to change often by up to 30%. Occasionally,
when the throughput to bandwidth ratio was close to 100%,
the real FPS value decreased by a few frames per second
below the requested FPS.

6) POINT CLOUD SUBSAMPLING CONTROLLED BY FPS
The point cloud requested FPS setpoint was changing over
time, the subsampling was controlled by the automatic setting
algorithm to follow the setpoint, and the resolution was
constant. The Wi-Fi over CERN GPN connection type is
presented. In the Figures 50 and 51, the real FPS followed
the requested FPS target by automatically adjusting the sub-
sampling setting. The bandwidth use was indirectly maxi-
mized whenever possible to have a minimum subsampling

FIGURE 37. Video experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 3 in
Table 5). Requested FPS as setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio, real
FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC
tunnel. Constant parameters: resolution = HIGH.

FIGURE 38. Video experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 3 in
Table 5). Requested FPS as setpoint. Round-trip time, real FPS behaviour
presented. Connection type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel. Constant
parameters: resolution = HIGH.

FIGURE 39. Video experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 4 in
Table 5). Resolution as setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio,
requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: VPN 4G
modem in the LHC tunnel. Constant parameters: FPS = 20 Hz.
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FIGURE 40. Video experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 4 in
Table 5). Resolution as setpoint. Round-trip time, requested and real FPS
behaviour presented. Connection type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel.
Constant parameters: FPS = 20 Hz.

FIGURE 41. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 5 in
Table 5). FPS was controlled by throughput to bandwidth ratio target as
the setpoint. The throughput to bandwidth ratio, requested and real FPS
behaviour are presented with the onnection type of Wi-Fi over CERN GPN
and with constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, subsampling =
10 mm.

for a given requested FPS setting. The round-trip time was
proportional to the throughput to bandwidth ratio with an
occasional spike.

7) VIDEO FPS CONTROLLED BY THROUGHPUT TO
BANDWIDTH RATIO
The video throughput to bandwidth ratio setpoint was
changing over time, the requested FPS was controlled by the
automatic setting algorithm to follow the setpoint, and the res-
olution was constant. The VPN over CERN GPN connection
type is presented. In Figures 52 and 53, the requested FPS
setting automatically adapted to the throughput to bandwidth
ratio target changes. The round-trip time increased when
more throughput was used, and had significant oscillations
characteristic to this connection type.

FIGURE 42. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 6 in
Table 5). FPS controlled by round-trip time target as setpoint. Round-trip
time, requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi
over CERN GPN. Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM,
subsampling = 15 mm.

FIGURE 43. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 6 in
Table 5). FPS controlled by round-trip time target as setpoint. Throughput
to bandwidth ratio, requested and real FPS behaviour presented.
Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN GPN. Constant parameters:
resolution = MEDIUM, subsampling = 15 mm.

8) VIDEO FPS CONTROLLED BY ROUND-TRIP TIME
The video round-trip time setpoint was changing over time,
the requested FPS was controlled by the automatic setting
algorithm to follow the setpoint, and the resolution was con-
stant. The VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel connection
type is presented. In Figures 54 and 55, the round-trip time
correctly followed the requested target, though it was char-
acterized with significant oscillations (up to 80% temporary
increase), which are characteristic to this connection type.
The throughput to bandwidth ratio was proportional to the
real FPS setting that was automatically controlled.

9) VIDEO FPS CONTROLLED BY RESOLUTION
The video resolution was changing over time, and the FPS
was controlled by the automatic setting algorithm to follow
the setpoint. The VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel con-
nection type is presented. In Figures 56 and 57, the requested
FPS adapted to the active resolution by probing the highest
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FIGURE 44. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 7 in
Table 5). FPS controlled by subsampling as setpoint. Throughput to
bandwidth ratio, requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection
type: Wi-Fi over CERN GPN. Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM.

FIGURE 45. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 7 in
Table 5). FPS controlled by subsampling as setpoint. Round-trip time,
requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi over
CERN GPN. Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM.

possible value allowed by the bandwidth. With the HIGH
resolution, the bandwidth limit was reached and the FPS
had to be limited to around 3 times from the value that was
used for the MED resolution. Temporary drops of the real
FPS value were caused by resolution changes in the camera
acquisition process.

10) VIDEO RESOLUTION CONTROLLED BY THROUGHPUT
TO BANDWIDTH RATIO
The video throughput to bandwidth ratio was changing
over time, and the resolution was controlled by the auto-
matic setting algorithm to follow the setpoint. The VPN 4G
modem in the LHC tunnel connection type is presented. In
Figures 58 and 59, the resolution setting correctly followed
the throughput to bandwidth ratio setpoint. Temporary drops
of the real FPS value come from the resolution change in the
camera acquisition process.

FIGURE 46. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 8 in
Table 5). Throughput to bandwidth ratio target as setpoint. Throughput to
bandwidth ratio, subsampling, requested and real FPS behaviour
presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN GPN. Constant parameters:
resolution = MEDIUM, requested FPS = 15 Hz.

FIGURE 47. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 8 in
Table 5). Throughput to bandwidth ratio target as setpoint. Round-trip
time, subsampling, requested and real FPS behaviour presented.
Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN GPN. Constant parameters:
resolution = MEDIUM, requested FPS = 15 Hz.

FIGURE 48. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 9 in
Table 5). Subsampling unit size controlled by round-trip time target as
setpoint. Round-trip time, subsampling, requested and real FPS behaviour
presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN GPN. Constant parameters:
resolution = MEDIUM, requested FPS = 15 Hz.
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FIGURE 49. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 9 in
Table 5). Subsampling unit size controlled by round-trip time target as
setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio, subsampling, requested and
real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN GPN.
Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, requested FPS = 15 Hz.

FIGURE 50. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 10 in
Table 5). Subsampling unit size controlled by FPS as setpoint. Throughput
to bandwidth ratio, requested and real FPS behaviour presented.
Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN GPN. Constant parameters:
resolution = MEDIUM.

FIGURE 51. Point cloud experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 10 in
Table 5). Subsampling unit size controlled by FPS as setpoint. Round-trip
time, requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi
over CERN GPN. Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM.

FIGURE 52. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 11 in
Table 5). FPS controlled by throughput to bandwidth ratio as setpoint.
Throughput to bandwidth ratio, requested and real FPS behaviour
presented. Connection type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel. Constant
parameters: resolution = HIGH.

FIGURE 53. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 11 in
Table 5). FPS controlled by throughput to bandwidth ratio as setpoint.
Round-trip time, requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection
type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel. Constant parameters:
resolution = HIGH.

FIGURE 54. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 12 in
Table 5). FPS controlled by round-trip time target as setpoint. Round-trip
time, requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: VPN
4G modem in the LHC tunnel. Constant parameters: resolution = HIGH.
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FIGURE 55. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 12 in
Table 5). FPS controlled by round-trip time target as setpoint. Throughput
to bandwidth ratio, requested and real FPS behaviour presented.
Connection type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel. Constant parameters:
resolution = HIGH.

FIGURE 56. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 13 in
Table 5). FPS controlled by resolution as setpoint. Throughput to
bandwidth ratio, requested and real FPS behaviour presented.
Connection type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel.

11) VIDEO RESOLUTION CONTROLLED BY ROUND-TRIP
TIME
The video round-trip time was changing over time, and the
resolution was controlled by the automatic setting algorithm
to follow the setpoint. The VPN 4G modem in the LHC
tunnel connection type is presented. In Figures 60 and 61, the
round-trip time setpoint was changing the resolution setting
to achieve the target value. The round-trip time increased
especially when the resolution changed from MED to HIGH.

12) VIDEO RESOLUTION CONTROLLED BY FPS
The video requested FPS was changing over time, and the
resolution was controlled by the automatic setting algorithm
to follow the setpoint. The VPN 4G modem in the LHC
tunnel connection type is presented. In Figures 62 and 63, the
resolution was changing in the function of the requested FPS.
If the requested FPS could not be achieved, the resolution

FIGURE 57. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 13 in
Table 5). FPS controlled by resolution as setpoint. Round-trip time,
requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: VPN 4G
modem in the LHC tunnel.

FIGURE 58. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 14 in
Table 5). Resolution controlled by throughput to bandwidth ratio target as
setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio, requested and real FPS
behaviour presented. Connection type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel.
Constant parameters: FPS = 13 Hz.

dropped, and correspondingly, if the FPS was achieved for
a given resolution, an attempt to increase the resolution was
made.

E. POINT CLOUD PROCESSING TIME MEASUREMENTS
The measured times of point cloud processing are shown in
Table 7. The processing time increases with the size of the
transmitted point cloud, and can even reach ∼245 ms for a
1 mm resolution point cloud. The total time does not include
the network delay, which is communication type dependent,
and the camera internal latency (ranging, for example, from
25 ms to 127 ms for the D435 camera and 848 × 100,
according to [41]), which generally depends on the camera
capture mode, frame rate and resolution. The execution time
of automatic setting algorithms was less than 1 µs.
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TABLE 7. Times of point cloud processing on the robot/server side (capturing, subsampling, serializing) and the operator/client side (deserializing,
rendering, automatic settings). The times are presented in function of subsampling unit size for a fixed number of the initially acquired point cloud points.

FIGURE 59. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 14 in
Table 5). Resolution controlled by throughput to bandwidth ratio target as
setpoint. Round-trip time, requested and real FPS behaviour presented.
Connection type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel. Constant parameters:
FPS = 13 Hz.

FIGURE 60. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 15 in
Table 5). Resolution controlled by round-trip time target as setpoint.
Round-trip time, requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection
type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel. Constant parameters: FPS = 8 Hz.

F. RELATION OF ROUND-TRIP TIME AND THROUGHPUT
TO BANDWIDTH RATIO
The main difference between the bandwidth and round-trip
time measurements is that the bandwidth measurement inter-
rupts the teleoperation, taking some time and using the full
bandwidth which sometimes might not be acceptable. The
round-trip time measurement is done on-the-fly and it is not

FIGURE 61. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 15 in
Table 5). Resolution controlled by round-trip time target as setpoint.
Throughput to bandwidth ratio, requested and real FPS behaviour
presented. Connection type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel. Constant
parameters: FPS = 8 Hz.

FIGURE 62. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 16 in
Table 5). Resolution controlled by FPS as setpoint. Throughput to
bandwidth ratio, requested and real FPS behaviour presented.
Connection type: VPN 4G modem in the LHC tunnel.

intrusive. However, when the camera settings are constant,
the throughput-to-bandwidth values are more stable over time
than the round-trip time values, which are characterized by a
jitter. The jitter magnitude depends on the connection type,
as presented in Table 4. As described in Section II-J, the
presented round-trip time was calculated with the Equation 3,
which is a paramaterizable filter. Therefore, it is possi-
ble to change the weights, which would increase/decrease
the response time though the oscillations would be mini-
mized/reinforced accordingly. In the presented graphs, the
standard weights were used (Equation 4).
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FIGURE 63. Video experiment with automatic settings (exp. n◦ 16 in
Table 5). Resolution controlled by FPS as setpoint. Round-trip time,
requested and real FPS behaviour presented. Connection type: VPN 4G
modem in the LHC tunnel.

FIGURE 64. Point cloud experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 1
in Table 5). Requested FPS as setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio vs.
round-trip time behaviour presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN
GPN. Constant parameters: resolution =MEDIUM, subsampling = 10 mm.

FIGURE 65. Point cloud experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 2
in Table 5). Subsampling as setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio vs.
round-trip time behaviour presented. Connection type: Wi-Fi over CERN
GPN. Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, requested FPS = 7 Hz.

During the experiments, the round-trip time was found to
be correlated to the throughput to bandwidth ratio. The round-
trip time generally increases when the throughput increases.
Moreover, for certain situations, the values are proportional
with a certain precision, indicating that the bandwidth mea-
surement could be approximated by the round-trip time mea-
surement. In Figures 64 and 65, the proportional correlations
are sufficient. The used connection type was Wi-Fi and the
point cloud acquisition was tested. The scattering depends
on the variability of the network bandwidth and round-trip
time jitter. However, as shown in Figures 66 and 67, the
round-trip time changes with respect to the throughput to

FIGURE 66. Point cloud experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 1
in Table 5). Requested FPS as setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio vs.
round-trip time behaviour presented. Connection type: Ethernet over
CERN GPN. Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, subsampling =
3 mm.

FIGURE 67. Point cloud experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 2
in Table 5). Subsampling as setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio vs.
round-trip time behaviour presented. Connection type: Ethernet over
CERN GPN. Constant parameters: resolution = MEDIUM, requested FPS =
15 Hz.

FIGURE 68. Video experiment without automatic settings (exp. n◦ 3 in
Table 5). Requested FPS as setpoint. Throughput to bandwidth ratio vs.
round-trip time behaviour presented. Connection type: VPN 4G modem in
the LHC tunnel. Constant parameters: resolution = HIGH.

bandwidth ratio might be relatively big and with a significant
jitter. The connection type used here was the Ethernet over
CERN GPN and the point cloud was acquired. For the VPN
4Gmodem in the LHC tunnel connection type, the correlation
is visible (Figure 68), however when almost full bandwidth
is used, the round-trip time started oscillating with large
amplitudes. Therefore, in the last 3 examples, the correlation
cannot be used practically in real-time for the approximation
of throughput-to-bandwidth ratio by the round-trip time.
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TABLE 8. The summary of automatic settings modes: their desired intervention scenario uses, problems that are encountered when the automatic
settings are not used and the improvement or solutions to problems when the automatic settings are used.

These observations and conclusions are also important for
the use of the automatic settings modes. From experience,
the operator might choose the round-trip time based modes
in the networks which have more stable parameters and the
presented correlations are approximately linear, in order to
have more stable behaviour of the camera acquisitions. While
using a network which has variable round-trip times, the
preferredmodes can be based on the throughputmeasurement
or even only on the internal acquisition settings and the real
FPS feedback.

G. RESULTS SUMMARY
Table 8 summarizes in which scenarios the automatic settings
modes should be used, what problems they solve, and what
the improvements are due to the application of the adaptive
congestion control.

H. VIDEO DEMONSTRATIONS
Various videos can further extend the understanding of the
interface used in these experiments. At [42], there is a video
showing how the teleoperation has been performed with the
CERN 2D GUI for an intervention, as a reference and as
a comparison to the solution of the Mixed Reality Human-
Robot Interface presented in this paper. Secondly, at [43],

there is a video showing the use of the interface in the same
real scenarios executed by the same robot in the LHC. Lastly,
at [44], there is a video showing the use of all the automatic
settings modes by a teleoperator.

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The automatic settings provide an easier way of camera con-
trol for a non-expert operator who might not know exactly
which parameter should be changed in case of, for exam-
ple, network latency variation. Each control mode gives a
different way of control, mitigating control effort. However,
there is still room for simplification based on the control sce-
nario that is used. For example, the scenario can be focused
on precise manual manipulation, master-slave control, short
or long distance between the robot and a target or operating
in a very network-volatile environment. Thus, the setting
would be rather a robotic scenario than a certain camera
parameter that is controlled. The automatic settings selection
can also depend on the interaction mode. In manual control,
more FPS is needed; in a supervisory mode, a compromise
between point cloud resolution and FPS is sufficient for colli-
sion avoidance and movement observation; in an autonomous
mode the highest precision might be required.
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The processing time of the point cloud (Section III-E)
can change ∼8 times (from ∼245 ms to ∼29 ms) for the
subsampling unit size increase from 1 mm to 20 mm. This
delay has to be added to already affected network round-trip
time by saturated bandwidth (Section III-D9, the round trip
time can change from 50 ms to 250 ms when the throughput
increases to the available maximum). In such a situation, the
action of the automatic settings algorithm, based on network
parameters, to increase the subsampling will have a positive
impact on lowering the processing time. However, an auto-
matic control based also on processing times measured on
client and server sides may be added to the framework for
delay-critical applications.

For further immersion increase using the Mixed Reality
Human-Robot Interface for teleoperation in hostile environ-
ments, multiple advancements are proposed:

1) Apply the proposed framework to other operational
scenarios, including those with very long and varying
delays, such as the space telerobotics scenarios.

2) Study how the presence of multiple robots and/or other
devices influences the available bandwidth while using
the 4G network at CERN, particularly at different times
of the day and what can cause a bottleneck.

3) In the higher level of telepresence with master-slave
(bilateral) control and force feedback, the round-trip
time is crucial. Therefore, a study using Augmented
Reality with point cloud feedback should be done to
verify if the proposition presented in this paper of
automatic setting of subsampling and resolution based
on round-trip time will be enough in the hazardous
scenario.

4) Point cloud area streaming can be customized accord-
ing to the current operator’s viewpoint and look direc-
tion. Limiting which part of the cloud is sent according
to the operators focus should be explored. Optionally,
the point density can be increased in the observed area.

5) Explore point cloud stream density based on the dis-
tance of the operator’s view to the point cloud area.
As the rendering resolution is limited, saving on band-
width can be achieved by lowering the density when the
operator’s position is far from point cloud.

6) The proposed collision detection and avoidance tech-
niques greatly increase the operator’s confidence and
perception abilities to prevent collisions. However, for
precise contact manipulations, a dedicated end effector
force and torque sensor should be integrated.

V. CONCLUSION
The communication/network system is a key aspect of haz-
ardous teleoperation scenarios where an operator requires
a high amount of environmental awareness. An increased
redundancy and complexity of the mobile manipulator can
also increase the risk of collisions. These collisions can be
avoided by the implementedMixed Reality techniques, either
by a spacial collision model and point cloud based avoidance,
or detection of torque changes. However, these techniques

require a significant amount of point cloud data sent from the
robot to the control interface, which can be much larger than
that of video streams. This can greatly impact the round-trip
time and used bandwidth, and is why the automatic setting
framework has been proposed and implemented in the CERN
Mixed Reality interface.

The point cloud parameters need to be adjusted contin-
uously to control the congestion of the network and flow.
The adaptive congestion control in the application level has
been designed to optimize the available bandwidth or to fulfil
the specialized needs of the teleoperator. In the presented
application context, it is possible to adjust the video and
point cloud settings. These methods can be combined and
used on top of the different compression methods which have
been widely explored and are continuously improved. The
automatic setting modes also enable the user to switch to the
interaction mode that is best suited to the task.

The interface can improve the operator’s environmen-
tal awareness and achieve better collision avoidance by
providing immersion in the scene and automatic mechanisms
to prevent or stop the movement when a collision is detected.
Two types of collisions were taken into account: arm self-
collision or collision with the robot’s environment, both exe-
cuted in real-time. The first type was based on the knowledge
of the exact robot’s model. The second type was based on the
information taken from 3D point cloud acquisition or joints
torque feedback.

Full network information was made available to the oper-
ator to facilitate the assessment of the current network con-
ditions. The higher network bandwidth requirements due to
the camera acquisition were met with algorithms of real-
time video and 3D point cloud settings adaptation to the
network. This allowed the optimization of the communication
load and fulfilled the teleoperation goal with regards to
camera feedback; whether a higher precision was needed,
or a maximum delay to encounter, or maximum bandwidth
use to manage. Twelve automatic setting modes were pro-
posed with algorithms based on FPS, resolution, point cloud
subsampling, round-trip time or throughput to bandwidth
ratio. Each mode was thoroughly characterized and tested to
present its specific use-case, advantages and how it lowers
the operator’s workload.

A framework was presented according to which designers
can optimize their Human-Robot Interfaces and environmen-
tal video or point cloud feedback depending on the net-
work characteristics and intervention scenarios. Based on the
experience learnt during the development and experiments
of Mixed Reality techniques for the described application
and constraints, multiple further advancements or research
were described. The solutions presented in this paper can
also be applied in many other fields where network param-
eters vary and any Mixed Reality control using 3D envi-
ronmental feedback is needed. These fields can be automo-
tive environment sensing or remote driving, teleoperation in
space or underwater, or terrestrial teleoperation over large
distances.
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APPENDIX B
ROBOTIC INTERVENTION USE CASES
A standard teleoperation sequence using a Mixed Real-
ity Interface during the Beam Loss Monitor measurement
intervention scenario in the LHC consists of the following
phases:

1) Before setting the camera(s) control parameters and
moving the manipulator, the maximum bandwidth
parameter must be tested to enable automatic con-
trol mode by throughput to bandwidth ratio (more in
Section II-J). The bandwidth measurements can be
repeated at any time on demand.

2) Setting up the camera(s) control parameters
(Section II-I1) to achieve the desired point cloud or
video resolution, frame rate, or automatic behaviour
(Section II-I4). The position or transparency of the
video feedback can be changed if it is obstructing the
view.

3) Planning the manipulator’s trajectory from the cur-
rent real position to the desired position. The operator
moves the planning manipulator using a convenient
planning control mode (explained in Section II-D) and
saves one or more waypoints. During planning, the
operator will be notified if a self- or point cloud col-
lision happens.

4) Before executing the movement to a selected way-
point, a collision check and preview are done to
check if any self- or point cloud collisions occur
(Section II-F).

5) The operator decide to execute the movement, acts on
a control button and observes the environment with
real-time point cloud and video feedback. The move-
ment can be quickly interrupted by releasing the button.

6) Collision check and execution of movement are
repeated for each waypoint. At any time the waypoint
can be modified or removed.

7) Themanipulator can be also controlled directly without
planning (real-time direct control, Section II-D). The
direct control allows adjusting a single joint or use the
robot’s inverse kinematics.

8) The final approach to the BLM device can also be
accelerated by using the Target Approach feature
(Section II-G) that allows any point cloud point to be
selected, which creates an object which is normal to
the surface and which can be adjusted using a gizmo
(rotation or distance). Then, in the planning control
mode the end effector can be moved exactly to this
point with a single click.

9) At any time, there is an indicator showing a distance
from the end effector of real, planning, preview or
waypoint manipulators to any object recorded with
point cloud in the scene. This helps the operator to
predict any potential collisions or plan the movement
precisely.

The use case diagram is shown in Figure B.1, which links
graphically the phases described above.

FIGURE B.1. Robotic intervention use cases with the Mixed Reality
Interface. The parts taking part in the automatic end-to-end congestion
control protocol for the video and point cloud feedback are highlighted.

APPENDIX C
AUTOMATIC CAMERA SETTING ALGORITHMS AND
HOLOGRAM CONTROL VIEWS

FIGURE C.1. Hologram automatic setting for point cloud FPS controlled
by throughput to bandwidth ratio mode.

FIGURE C.2. Hologram automatic setting for video FPS controlled by
throughput to bandwidth ratio mode.

FIGURE C.3. Hologram automatic setting for point cloud subsampling
unit size controlled by throughput to bandwidth ratio mode.

FIGURE C.4. Hologram automatic setting for video resolution controlled
by throughput to bandwidth ratio mode.
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FIGURE C.5. Hologram automatic setting for point cloud FPS controlled
by round-trip time mode.

FIGURE C.6. Hologram automatic setting for video FPS controlled by
round-trip time mode.

FIGURE C.7. Hologram automatic setting for point cloud subsampling
unit size controlled by round-trip time mode.

FIGURE C.8. Hologram automatic setting for video resolution controlled
by round-trip time mode.

FIGURE C.9. Hologram automatic setting for point cloud FPS controlled
by subsampling unit size mode.

FIGURE C.10. Hologram automatic setting for video FPS controlled by
resolution mode.

FIGURE C.11. Hologram automatic setting for point cloud subsampling
unit size controlled by FPS mode.

FIGURE C.12. Hologram automatic setting for resolution controlled by
FPS mode.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of Automatic Point Cloud or Video
FPS Setting Controlled by Throughput to Bandwidth Ratio
Inputs: Throughput: downlink throughput [Mbps],

Bandwidth: downlink bandwidth [Mbps],
RatioTarget: downlink throughput to downlink bandwidth ratio tar-
get,
ReqFPS: requested FPS [Hz],
MinFPS: minimum FPS limit [Hz],
MaxFPS: maximum FPS limit [Hz].

Output: NewFPS: new requested FPS [Hz].
Temp: CalcRatio: calculated throughput to bandwidth ratio.
Constants: DECR = 1 Hz: FPS decrement value,

INCR = 1 Hz: FPS increment value.
1: CalcRatio = Throughput / Bandwidth
2: if CalcRatio > RatioTarget then
3: if ReqFPS + INCR ≤MaxFPS then
4: if ReqFPS + INCR ≤MinFPS then
5: NewFPS =MinFPS
6: else
7: NewFPS = ReqFPS + INCR
8: end if
9: else
10: NewFPS =MaxFPS
11: end if
12: else if ReqFPS − DECR ≥MinFPS then
13: if ReqFPS − DECR ≥MaxFPS then
14: NewFPS =MaxFPS
15: else
16: NewFPS = ReqFPS − DECR
17: end if
18: else
19: NewFPS =MinFPS
20: end if

Algorithm 2 Algorithm of Automatic Settings Subsampling
Unit Size Controlled by Throughput to Bandwidth Ratio
Inputs: Throughput: downlink throughput [Mbps],

Bandwidth: downlink bandwidth [Mbps],
RatioTarget: downlink throughput to downlink bandwidth ratio tar-
get.
CurrSubs: current subsampling unit size [mm],
MinSubs: minimum subsampling limit [mm],
MaxSubs: maximum subsampling limit [mm].

Output: NewSubs: new subsampling unit size [mm].
Temp: CalcRatio: calculated throughput to bandwidth ratio.
Constants: DECR = 1 mm: subsampling decrement value.

INCR = 1 mm: subsampling increment value.
1: CalcRatio = Throughput / Bandwidth
2: if CalcRatio > RatioTarget then
3: if CurrSubs + INCR ≤MaxSubs then
4: if CurrSubs + INCR ≤MinSubs then
5: NewSubs =MinSubs
6: else
7: NewSubs = CurrSubs + INCR
8: end if
9: else
10: NewSubs =MaxSubs
11: end if
12: else if CurrSubs − DECR ≥MinSubs then
13: if CurrSubs − DECR ≥MaxSubs then
14: NewSubs =MaxSubs
15: else
16: NewSubs = CurrSubs − DECR
17: end if
18: else
19: NewSubs =MinSubs
20: end if
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm of Automatic Settings Video Reso-
lution Controlled by Throughput to Bandwidth Ratio
Inputs: Throughput: downlink throughput [Mbps],

Bandwidth: downlink bandwidth [Mbps],
RatioTarget: downlink throughput to downlink bandwidth ratio
target.
CurrResolution: current video resolution,

Output: NewResolution: new video resolution.
Constants: HIGH: high video resolution.

MEDIUM: medium video resolution.
LOW: low video resolution.
DIFF = 20%: difference between target and current throughput
to bandwidth ratio.

1: CalcRatio = Throughput / Bandwidth
2: if CalcRatio − DIFF > RatioTarget then
3: if CurrResolution == HIGH then
4: NewResolution =MEDIUM
5: else if CurrResolution ==MEDIUM then
6: NewResolution = LOW
7: else if CurrResolution 6= LOW then
8: NewResolution = LOW
9: end if

10: else if CalcRatio + DIFF < RatioTarget then
11: if CurrResolution == LOW then
12: NewResolution =MEDIUM
13: else if CurrResolution ==MEDIUM then
14: NewResolution = HIGH
15: else if CurrResolution 6= HIGH then
16: NewResolution = HIGH
17: end if
18: end if

Algorithm 4 Algorithm of Automatic Point Cloud or Video
FPS Setting Controlled by Round-Trip Time
Inputs: CurrRTT: current round-trip time [ms],

RTTTarget: round-trip time target [ms].
ReqFPS: requested FPS [Hz],
MinFPS: minimum FPS limit [Hz],
MaxFPS: maximum FPS limit [Hz].

Output: NewFPS: new requested FPS [Hz].
Constants: DECR = 1 Hz: FPS decrement value.

INCR = 1 Hz: FPS increment value.
1: if CurrRTT > RTTTarget then
2: if ReqFPS + INCR ≤MaxFPS then
3: if ReqFPS + INCR ≤MinFPS then
4: NewFPS =MinFPS
5: else
6: NewFPS = ReqFPS + INCR
7: end if
8: else
9: NewFPS =MaxFPS

10: end if
11: else if ReqFPS − DECR ≥MinFPS then
12: if ReqFPS − DECR ≥MaxFPS then
13: NewFPS =MaxFPS
14: else
15: NewFPS = ReqFPS − DECR
16: end if
17: else
18: NewFPS =MinFPS
19: end if

Algorithm 5 Algorithm of Automatic Settings Subsampling
Unit Size Controlled by Round-Trip Time
Inputs: CurrRTT: current round-trip time [ms],

RTTTarget: round-trip time target [ms].
CurrSubs: current subsampling unit size [mm],
MinSubs: minimum subsampling limit [mm],
MaxSubs: maximum subsampling limit [mm].

Output: NewSubs: new subsampling unit size [mm].
Constants: DECR = 1 mm: subsampling decrement value,

INCR = 1 mm: subsampling increment value.
1: if CurrRTT > RTTTarget then
2: if CurrSubs + INCR ≤MaxSubs then
3: if CurrSubs + INCR ≤MinSubs then
4: NewSubs =MinSubs
5: else
6: NewSubs = CurrSubs + INCR
7: end if
8: else
9: NewSubs =MaxSubs
10: end if
11: else if CurrSubs − DECR ≥MinSubs then
12: if CurrSubs − DECR ≥MaxSubs then
13: NewSubs =MaxSubs
14: else
15: NewSubs = CurrSubs − DECR
16: end if
17: else
18: NewSubs =MinSubs
19: end if

Algorithm 6 Automatic Settings Video Resolution
Controlled by Round-Trip Time Algorithm
Inputs: CurrRTT: current round-trip time [ms],

RTTTarget: round-trip time target [ms].
CurrResolution: current video resolution,

Output: NewResolution: new video resolution.
Constants: HIGH: high video resolution.

MEDIUM: medium video resolution.
LOW: low video resolution.
DIFF = 3 ms: difference between target and current round-
trip time.

1: if CurrRTT − DIFF > RTTTarget then
2: if CurrResolution == HIGH then
3: NewResolution =MEDIUM
4: else if CurrResolution ==MEDIUM then
5: NewResolution = LOW
6: else if CurrResolution 6= LOW then
7: NewResolution = LOW
8: end if
9: else if CurrRTT + DIFF < RTTTarget then

10: if CurrResolution == LOW then
11: NewResolution =MEDIUM
12: else if CurrResolution ==MEDIUM then
13: NewResolution = HIGH
14: else if CurrResolution 6= HIGH then
15: NewResolution = HIGH
16: end if
17: end if
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Algorithm 7 Algorithm of Automatic Point Cloud FPS Set-
ting Controlled by Subsampling Unit Size or Video FPS
Setting Controlled by Resolution
Inputs: ReqFPS: requested FPS [Hz],

RealFPS: real FPS [Hz],
MinFPS: minimum FPS limit [Hz],
MaxFPS: maximum FPS limit [Hz].

Output: NewFPS: new requested FPS [Hz].
Temp: CalcFPS: calculated new requested FPS [Hz].
Constants: DIFF = 2 Hz: difference between new and current FPS.

INCR = 1 Hz: FPS increment value.
1: if ReqFPS − RealFPS ≥ DIFF then
2: if RealFPS ≥MaxFPS then
3: NewFPS =MaxFPS
4: else if RealFPS ≤MinFPS then
5: NewFPS =MinFPS
6: else
7: NewFPS = RealFPS
8: end if
9: else if ReqFPS − RealFPS ≤ 0 then
10: if ReqFPS + INCR ≤MaxFPS then
11: if ReqFPS + INCR ≤MinFPS then
12: NewFPS =MinFPS
13: else
14: NewFPS = ReqFPS + INCR
15: end if
16: else
17: NewFPS =MaxFPS
18: end if
19: end if

Algorithm 8 Algorithm of Automatic Settings Point Cloud
Subsampling Unit Size Controlled by FPS
Inputs: ReqFPS: requested point cloud FPS [Hz],

RealFPS: real point cloud FPS [Hz],
CurrSubs: current subsampling unit size [mm],
MinFPS: minimum FPS limit [Hz],
MaxFPS: maximum FPS limit [Hz].

Output: NewSubs: new subsampling unit size [mm].
Temp: CalcSubs: calculated new subsampling unit size [mm].
Constants: DIFF = 2 Hz: difference between new and current FPS.

DECR = 1 mm: subsampling decrement value.
1: if ReqFPS − RealFPS > DIFF then
2: CalcSubs = CurrSubs · (1 + 0.1 · (ReqFPS

− RealFPS) / RealFPS)
3: if CalcSubs ≤MaxFPS then
4: if CalcSubs ≤MinFPS then
5: NewSubs =MinFPS
6: else
7: NewSubs = CalcSubs
8: end if
9: else
10: NewSubs =MaxFPS
11: end if
12: else if ReqFPS − RealFPS ≤ 0 then
13: CalcSubs = CurrSubs - DECR
14: if CalcSubs ≥MinFPS then
15: if CalcSubs ≥MaxFPS then
16: NewSubs =MaxFPS
17: else
18: NewSubs = CurrSubs − DECR
19: end if
20: else
21: NewSubs =MinFPS
22: end if
23: end if

Algorithm 9 Automatic Settings Video Resolution Con-
trolled by Video FPS Algorithm
Inputs: ReqFPS: requested point cloud FPS [Hz],

RealFPS: real point cloud FPS [Hz],
CurrResolution: current video resolution,

Output: NewResolution: new video resolution.
Constants: HIGH: high video resolution.

MEDIUM: medium video resolution.
LOW: low video resolution.
DIFF = 4: difference between real and requested FPS.

1: if ReqFPS − RealFPS > DIFF then
2: if CurrResolution == HIGH then
3: NewResolution =MEDIUM
4: else if CurrResolution ==MEDIUM then
5: NewResolution = LOW
6: else if CurrResolution 6= LOW then
7: NewResolution = LOW
8: end if
9: else if ReqFPS − RealFPS ≤ 0 then
10: if CurrResolution == LOW then
11: NewResolution =MEDIUM
12: else if CurrResolution ==MEDIUM then
13: NewResolution = HIGH
14: else if CurrResolution 6= HIGH then
15: NewResolution = HIGH
16: end if
17: end if
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